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The quantum analogs of the N-dimensional Cayley–Klein spaces with different
combinations of quantum and Cayley–Klein structures are described for nonmini-
mal multipliers, which include the first and the second powers of contraction pa-
rameters in the transformation of deformation parameter. The noncommutative ana-
logs of �N−1�-dimensional constant curvature spaces are introduced. Part of these
spaces for N=5 are interpreted as the noncommutative analogs of �1+3� space-time
models. As a result the wide variety of the quantum deformations of realistic
kinematics are suggested. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3460841�

I. INTRODUCTION

Space-time is a fundamental conception which underlines the most significant physical theo-
ries. Therefore, analysis of a possible space-time models �or kinematics� has the fundamental
meaning for physics. Possible kinematics, which satisfy the natural physical postulates: space is
isotropic and rotations in space-time planes form noncompact subgroup, were described in Ref. 1
on the level of Lie algebras. From the point of view of geometry these kinematics are realized as
constant curvature spaces, which can be obtained from the spherical space by contractions and
analytical continuations known as Cayley–Klein �CK� scheme.2

The Snyder quantized space-time coordinates3 or, respectively, the curved momentum space is
the oldest example of using the noncommutative geometry in physics. The simplest curved de
Sitter geometry with constant curvature was used instead of flat Minkowski space in different
generalizations of quantum field theory4–7 as a momentum space model. The universal constant,
the fundamental length l, or fundamental mass M, related to l by l= �

Mc , where � is Plank constant
and c is velocity of light, enter necessarily into the theory.4,6,7

In a fundamental paper Doplicher et al.8 argued that the commutator among the four space-
time coordinates of a physical theory, in which Einstein’s theory of relativity and principles of
quantum mechanics both coexist, should not vanish. This means that noncommutativity of space-
time at Planck scales is possible one of the main features of quantum gravity. The argument of
Ref. 8 is as follows. From quantum physics it is known that to probe a space-time region with
radius of the order of Planck length,

�P = �G�

c3 �1/2
� 1.6 � 10−33 cm,

we need a particle of mass m, such that its Compton wavelength is smaller than the Planck length,

�C =
�

mc
� �P, m �

�

c�C
� 2 � 10−5 g 	 1019 GEv.

According to Einstein’s theory of relativity, the Schwarzshild radius associated with such mass is
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rS =
2Gm

c2 � 2�P,

i.e., greater than the region we would like to explore. Thus a paradox is arised: attempts to localize
with extreme precisions cause gravitational collapse, so that space-time below the Planck scale has
no operational meaning. In order to avoid the collapse of the probed region, it is assumed that it
is not possible to simultaneously measure all four space-time coordinates. The uncertainty rela-
tions for the coordinates of space-time events was proposed,9 which motivate the mathematical
structure of the space-time as a noncommutative manifold, i.e., the commutative algebra C0�M� of
complex continuous functions on M vanishing at infinity is replaced by a noncommutative algebra
functions.

New possibility for construction of the noncommutative space-time models is provided by
quantum groups and quantum vector spaces.10 The quantum Poincaré group related to the
�-Poincaré algebra as well as the �-Minkowski kinematics were suggested.11–13 A general formal-
ism that allows the construction of field theory in �-Minkowski space-time was developed14 as
well as the modification of Newton’s second law in the �-space-time was studed.15 The twisted
field construction of quantum field theory on noncommutative space-time with a simple choice for
this noncommutativity,

�x�,x	� = i
�	, �1�

where 
�	=−
	� are constants, was presented in recent paper.16

In the previous papers17,18 the noncommutative analogs of the possible commutative
kinematics1 were constructed starting from the mathematical theory of quantum groups and quan-
tum vector spaces.10 Cayley–Klein scheme of contractions and analytical continuations was ap-
plied to the five dimensional q-Euclidean space. Different combinations of quantum structure and
Cayley–Klein scheme were described with the help of permutations �.

The transformation of the deformation parameter z=Jv under contraction is added in the
quantum case as compared with the commutative one. The analysis in Refs. 17 and 18 was
confined to the minimal multiplier J, which has the first power multiplication of contraction
parameters. This restriction implies that for certain combinations of quantum structure and
Cayley–Klein scheme kinematics contractions do not exist. In order to all Cayley–Klein contrac-
tions was possible for all permutations �, it is necessary to regard nonminimal multiplier J, which
include the first and the second powers of contraction parameters. In this paper we find nonmini-
mal multipliers for the general quantum Cayley–Klein spaces �Sec. III� and describe noncommu-
tative four-dimensional space-time models �Sec. IV�. The commutative spaces of constant curva-
ture are briefly reminded in Sec. II.

II. SPACES OF CONSTANT CURVATURE

The axiomatic description of the most symmetric spaces, namely, constant curvature spaces,
was given by Pimenov.19 All 3N N-dimensional constant curvature spaces can be realized2 on the
spheres,

SN�j� = 
�1
2 + j1

2�2
2 + . . . + �1,N + 1�2�N+1

2 = 1� ,

in �N+1�-dimensional vector space ON+1�j�, where

�i,k� = �
l=min�i,k�

max�i,k�−1

jl, �k,k�  1,

and each of parameters jk takes three values 1 , k , i , k=1, . . . ,N. Here k are nilpotent generators
k

2=0, with commutative law of multiplication km= mk�0, k�m. We shall demand that the
following heuristic rules be fulfilled: for a real or complex a, the expression a / k is defined only
for a=0, the expression m / k is defined only for m=k, then k / k=1.
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The nilpotent values of a parameters jk= k in our more formal mathematical approach corre-
spond to zero tending contraction parameters jk→0 in more intuitive physical approach to the
contraction of Lie group first suggested by Wigner and Inonu.20 Let us stress that both approaches
give in result identical contracted groups, algebras, etc., therefore they can be used depending on
convenience. In particular, the nilpotent generators are more appropriate in describing a space
fibering.

The intrinsic Beltrami coordinates rk=�k+1�1
−1 , k=1,2 , . . . ,N present the coordinate system

for constant curvature space SN�j�, which coordinate lines rk=const are geodesic. SN�j� has posi-
tive curvature for j1=1, negative for j1= i, and it is flat for j1= 1. For a flat space the Beltrami
coordinates coincide with the Cartesian ones. Nilpotent value of the contraction parameter jk

= k , k�1 correspond to a fiber space with �k−1�-dimensional base Sb= 
r1 , . . . ,rk−1� and �N−k
+1�-dimensional fiber Sf = 
rk , . . . ,rN�. In order to avoid terminological misunderstanding let us
stress that we have in view locally trivial fibering, which is defined by the projection pr :SN�k�
→Sb. This fibering constitutes foundation of the semi-Riemannian geometry21–24 and has nothing
to do with the principal bundle. Imaginary value of parameter jk= i correspond to pseudo-
Riemannian space. All nine constant curvature planes �or Cayley–Klein planes� are represented on
Fig. 1.

Part of constant curvature spaces S4�j� for j1=1 , 1 , i , j2= 2 , i , j3= j4=1 can be regarded as
�1+3� space-time models or kinematics,1 if one interprets r1 as the time axis and the rest as the
space ones.2,17

III. QUANTUM CAYLEY–KLEIN SPACES

It was shown in the previous paper17 that the quantum N-dimensional Cayley–Klein space
Ov

N�j ;� ;C� is the noncommutative algebra with Cartesian generators �1 , . . . ,�N and commutation
relations,
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FIG. 1. Nine constant curvature planes. Fibers are represented by thick lines. Light cones in �1+1� kinematics are drawn
by dotted lines.
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R̂��j�� � � = eJv� � � −
2 sinh Jv

1 + eJv�N−2��
tC��j��W��j� , �2�

where

R̂��j� = �−1R̂��, W��j� = �−1W�,

C��j� = �D�
t CD�� = �V�

t DtCDV��, � = � � � .

In explicit form commutation relations �2� are as follows:

��k
��m

= ��m
��k

cosh Jv − i��m
��k�

�1,�k��

�1,�k�
sinh Jv, k � m � k�, k � m�,

��k
��m

= ��m
��k

cosh Jv − i��m�
��k

�1,�m��

�1,�m�
sinh Jv, m� � k � m, k � m�, �3�

���k
,��k�

� = 2i� sinh� Jv
2
��cosh Jv�n−k��n+1

2 �1,�n+1�2

�1,�k��1,�k��

+ i
sinh�Jv�

�cosh Jv�k+1�1,�k��1,�k��
�

m=k+1

n

�cosh Jv�m��1,�m�2��m

2 + �1,�m��
2��m�

2 � , �4�

where k ,m=1,2 , . . . ,n , N=2n+1 or N=2n , k�=N+1−k, permutation �= ��1 , . . . ,�N� describes
definite combination of the quantum group structure and Cayley–Klein scheme of group contrac-
tion. The invariant form under the coaction of the corresponding quantum orthogonal group on the
Cayley–Klein space Ov

N�j ;� ;C� is written as

inv�j� = cosh�Jv�1����1,�n+1�2��n+1

2 �cosh Jv�n

cosh�Jv/2�
+ �

k=1

n

��1,�k�2��k

2 + �1,�k��
2��k�

2 ��cosh Jv�k−1� .

�5�

The multiplier J in the transformation z=Jv of the deformation parameter need be chosen in
such a way that all indefinite relations in commutators, which appear under nilpotent values of the
contraction parameters, are canceled. As far as multipliers �1,�k� and �1,�k�� enter symmetrically
into commutators �3� and �4�, we can put �k��k� without loss of generality. Then indefinite
relations in commutators �3� take the form �1,�k��1,�k��

−1= ��k ,�k��
−1, where k=1,2 , . . . ,n for

N=2n+1 and k=1,2 , . . . ,n−1 for N=2n. They are eliminated by the multiplier

J0 = �
k=1

n

��k,�k�� . �6�

It has the first power multiplication of contraction parameters and is the minimal multiplier, which
guarantees the existence of the Hopf algebra structure for the associated quantum group
SOv�N ; j ;��. The analysis in the previous paper17 was confined to this minimal case.

The “union” of two multipliers is understood as the multiplication of all parameters jk, which
occur at least in one multiplier and the power of jk in the “union” is equal to its maximal power
in both multipliers, for example, �j1j2

2�� �j2j3�= j1j2
2j3.

If we take into account indefinite relations in commutators �4�, then we come to the nonmini-
mal multiplier J, which consist of contraction parameters in the first and the second powers. The
indefinite relations in commutators �4� have the form
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�m=k+1
n ��1,�m�2 + �1,�m��

2�

�1,�k��1,�k��
=

�m=k+1
n �1,�m�2

�1,�k�2��k,�k��
, �7�

k=1, . . . ,n−1 for even N=2n, and

�1,�n+1� + �m=k+1
n ��1,�m�2 + �1,�m��

2�

�1,�k��1,�k��
=

�1,�n+1� + �m=k+1
n �1,�m�2

�1,�k�2��k,�k��
, �8�

k=1, . . . ,n for odd N=2n+1. Let us introduce numbers

ik = min
�k+1, . . . ,�n� ,

then kth expression in �7� or �8� is equal to

�1,ik�2

�1,�k�2��k,�k��
= ��ik,�k�−2��k,�k��

−1, ik � �k

��k,ik��ik,�k��
−1, �k � ik � �k�

��k,�k����k�,ik�2, ik � �k�,
�

and compensative multiplier for this expression is as follows:

J1
�k� = ��ik,�k�2��k,�k�� , ik � �k

�ik,�k�� , �k � ik � �k�

1, ik � �k�.
� �9�

For all expressions in �7� or �8� compensative multiplier J1 is obtained by the union J1=�kJ1
�k�.

Therefore, the nonminimal multiplier J in the transformation z=Jv of the deformation parameter
is given by

J = J0 � J1 = J0�
k

J1
�k� �10�

and include the first and the second powers of contraction parameters.
The quantum orthogonal Cayley–Klein sphere Sv

�N−1��j ;�� is obtained as the quotient of
Ov

N�j ;�� by inv�j�=1. The quantum analogs of the intrinsic Beltrami coordinates on this quantum
sphere are given by the sets of independent right or left generators,

r�i−1 = ��i
�1

−1, r̂�i−1 = �1
−1��i

, i = 1, . . . ,N, i � k, �k = 1. �11�

Quantum kinematics are realized as quantum orthogonal sphere for N=5 and certain values of
contraction parameters.

IV. QUANTUM KINEMATICS

Quantum vector spaces Ov
5�j ;�� are generated by ��l

, l=1, . . . ,5 with commutation relations
�k=2,3 ,4�,

��1
��k

= ��k
��1

cosh�Jv� − i��k
��5

�1,�5�
�1,�1�

sinh�Jv� ,

��k
��5

= ��5
��k

cosh�Jv� − i��1
��k

�1,�1�
�1,�5�

sinh�Jv� ,

��2
��3

= ��3
��2

cosh�Jv� − i��3
��4

�1,�4�
�1,�2�

sinh�Jv� ,
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��3
��4

= ��4
��3

cosh�Jv� − i��2
��3

�1,�2�
�1,�4�

sinh�Jv� ,

���2
,��4

� = 2i��3

2 �1,�3�2

�1,�2��1,�4�
sinh�Jv/2� ,

���1
,��5

� = 2i���3

2 �1,�3�2cosh�Jv� + ���2

2 �1,�2�2

+ ��4

2 �1,�4�2�cosh�Jv/2��
sinh�Jv/2�

�1,�1��1,�5�
. �12�

By the analysis of multiplier �10� for N=5 and commutation relations �12� of the quantum
space generators, we have find three different nonminimal J, namely, J= j1

2j2, J= j1j2
2, and J

= j1
2j2

2. In the first two cases all different permutations give in result equivalent kinematics, so we
can regard only one permutation, say �̂= �2,1 ,3 ,4 ,5� for J= j1

2j2 and �̌= �1,3 ,2 ,4 ,5� for J
= j1j2

2. In the case of J= j1
2j2

2, there are four nonequivalent quantum kinematics corresponding
to the following permutations: �̃= �2,3 ,1 ,4 ,5� , �I= �3,1 ,5 ,2 ,4� , �II= �3,1 ,2 ,4 ,5� , �III

= �3,2 ,1 ,4 ,5�.
In order to clarify the relation with the standard Inönü–Wigner contraction procedure,20 the

mathematical parameter j1 is replaced by the physical one j̃1T−1, and the parameter j2 is replaced
by ic−1, where the standard de Sitter kinematics S4

�−� with constant negative curvature is realized
for j̃1= i and anti-de Sitter kinematics S4

�+� with positive curvature is obtained for j̃1=1.
The limit T→� corresponds to the contraction j1= 1, and the limit c→� corresponds to j2

= 2. The parameter T is interpreted as the curvature radius and has the physical dimension of time
�T�= �time�, the parameter c is the light velocity �c�= �length��time�−1. As far as argument Jv of
hyperbolic function must be dimensionless, then the physical dimension of deformation parameter
is equal to those of J, i.e., �v�= �J�. For J= j1

2j2 we obtain �v�= �cT2�= �length��time�, for J= j1j2
2 we

have �v�= �c2T�= �length�2�time�−1= �length��velocity�, and for J= j1
2j2

2 the physical dimension of
the deformation parameter is given by �v�= �c2T2�= �length�2.

The generator �1 does not commute with others, therefore, it is convenient to introduce right
and left times t=�2�1

−1 , t̂=�1
−1�2 and space rk=�k+2�1

−1 , r̂k=�1
−1�k+2 , k=1,2 ,3, generators. The

reason for this definition is the simplification of expressions for commutation relations of quantum
kinematics. It is possible to use only, say, right generators, but its commutators are cumbersome in
the case of the �anti� de Sitter kinematics.

A. Quantum „anti… de Sitter kinematics

For �̂= �2,1 ,3 ,4 ,5� the mathematical multiplier J= j1
2j2 is rewritten in the form J= i

j1̃
2

cT2 = iĴ.
Commutation relations of space and time generators of the �anti� de Sitter kinematics are

Sv
4�����̂� = �t,r�t̂rp = r̂p�t cos Ĵv + ir3

1

c
sin Ĵv� ,

t̂r3 − r̂3t = 2i�−
j̃1
2

c2T2 r̂1r1 cos Ĵv + �1 −
j̃1
2

c2T2 r̂2r2�cos
Ĵv
2
� cT2

j̃1
2

sin
Ĵv
2

,

r̂pr3 = �r̂3 cos Ĵv − it̂c sin Ĵv�rp, r̂1r2 = ��r̂2 cos Ĵv − it̂
cT

j1̃

sin Ĵv�r1� . �13�

The right and left generators are connected as follows:
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t̂ = t cos Ĵv + ir3
1

c
sin Ĵv, r1 = r̂1�cos Ĵv + ir2

j̃1

cT
sin Ĵv� ,

r̂2 − r2 = 2i
j1̃

cT
r̂1r1 sin

Ĵv
2

, r̂3 = r3 cos Ĵv + itc sin Ĵv . �14�

For �̌= �1,3 ,2 ,4 ,5� the mathematical multiplier J= j1j2
2 is rewritten in the form J=−

j1̃

c2T
=−J̌.

Commutation relations of space and time generators of the �anti� de Sitter kinematics are

Sv
4�����̌� = 
t,r�r̂1t = t̂�r1 cosh J̌v + ir2 sinh J̌v� ,

t̂r2 = �r̂2 cosh J̌v + ir̂1 sinh J̌v�t, t̂r3 = �r̂3 cosh J̌v +
cT

j1̃

sinh J̌v�t,

r̂1r2 − r2r̂1 = 2it̂tc2 sinh
J̌v
2

, r̂pr3 = ��r̂3 cosh J̌v +
cT

j1̃

sinh J̌v�rp� . �15�

The right and left generators are connected as follows:

t = t̂�cosh J̌v −
j1̃

cT
r3 sinh J̌v�, rp = r̂p�cosh J̌v −

j1̃

cT
r3 sinh J̌v� ,

r̂3 − r3 =
2

j1̃

cT� t̂t cosh J̌v −
j1̃

2

c2T2 �r̂1r1 + r̂2r2�cosh
J̌v
2
�sinh

J̌v
2

. �16�

For �̃= �2,3 ,1 ,4 ,5� the mathematical multiplier J= j1
2j2

2 is rewritten in the form J=−
j1̃

2

c2T2 =

−J̃. Commutation relations of space and time generators of the �anti� de Sitter kinematics are

Sv
4�����̃� = �t,r�t̂rp = r̂p�t cosh J̃v − r3

1

c
sinh J̃v�� ,

t̂r3 − r̂3t = − 2�cosh J̃v −
j̃1
2

c2T2 �r̂1r1 + r̂2r2�cosh
J̃v
2
� cT2

j̃1
2

sinh
J̃v
2

,

� r̂pr3 = �r̂3 cosh J̃v + t̂c sinh J̃v�rp, r̂1r2 − r̂2r1 = − 2i
c2T2

j̃1
2

sinh
J̃v
2 � , �17�

where k=1,2 ,3 , p=1,2. The left and right generators are connected by the relations

t̂ = t cosh J̃v − r3
1

c
sinh J̃v, r̂1 = r1 cosh J̃v + ir2 sinh J̃v ,

r̂2 = r2 cosh J̃v − ir1 sinh J̃v, r̂3 = r3 cosh J̃v − tc sinh J̃v . �18�

For �I= �3,1 ,5 ,2 ,4� commutation relations of space and time generators of the �anti� de Sitter
kinematics are
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Sv
4�����I� = 
t,r�r̂1t = t̂�r1 cosh J̃v + ir2 sinh J̃v�,�

t̂r2 = �r̂2 cosh J̃v + ir̂1 sinh J̃v�, r̂3t = � t̂ cosh J̃v + i
T

j̃1

sinh J̃v�r3,

r̂1r3 = r̂3�r1 cosh J̃v + ir2 sinh J̃v�, r̂3r2 = �r̂2 cosh J̃v + ir̂1 sinh J̃v�r3,

� r̂1r2 − r̂2r1 = 2i�−
j̃1
2

c2T2 r̂3r3 cosh J̃v + �1 +
j̃1
2

T2 t̂t�cosh
J̃v
2
� c2T2

j̃1
2

sinh
J̃v
2 � . �19�

The left and right generators are connected by the relations

r̂1 = r1 cosh J̃v + ir2 sinh J̃v, r2 = r̂2 cosh J̃v + ir̂1 sinh J̃v ,

r3 = r̂3�cosh J̃v + i
j̃1

T
t sinh J̃v�, t − t̂ = 2ir̂3r3

j̃1

c2T
sinh

J̃v
2

. �20�

For �II= �3,1 ,2 ,4 ,5� commutation relations of space and time generators of the �anti� de
Sitter kinematics are

Sv
4�����II� = 
t,r�r̂1t = t̂�r1 cosh J̃v + ir3 sinh J̃v� ,

t̂r2 = �r̂2 cosh J̃v + i
cT

j̃1

sinh J̃v�t, t̂r3 = �r̂3 cosh J̃v + ir̂1 sinh J̃v�t ,

r̂1r2 = r̂2�r1 cosh J̃v + ir3 sinh J̃v�, r̂2r3 = �r̂3 cosh J̃v + ir̂1 sinh J̃v�r2,

r̂1r3 − r̂3r1 = 2i� j̃1
2

T2 t̂t cosh J̃v + �1 −
j̃1
2

c2T2 r̂2r2�cosh
J̃v
2
�� c2T2

j̃1
2

sinh
J̃v
2 � . �21�

The left and right generators are connected by the relations

r̂1 = r1 cosh J̃v + ir3 sinh J̃v, r̂2 = r2 cosh J̃v + 2t̂t j̃1
c

T
sinh

J̃v
2

,

r3 = r̂3 cosh J̃v + ir̂1 sinh J̃v, t = t̂ cosh J̃v − t̂r2
j̃1

cT
sinh J̃v . �22�

For �III= �3,2 ,1 ,4 ,5� commutation relations of space and time generators of the �anti� de
Sitter kinematics are

Sv
4�����III� = 
t,r�r̂1t = t̂�r1 cosh J̃v + ir3 sinh J̃v� ,

t̂r2 − r̂2t = − 2
cT2

j̃1
2

sinh J̃v, t̂r3 = �r̂3 cosh J̃v + ir̂1 sinh J̃v�t ,

r̂1r2 = r̂2�r1 cosh J̃v + ir3 sinh J̃v�, r̂2r3 = �r̂3 cosh J̃v + ir̂1 sinh J̃v�r2,
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r̂1r3 − r̂3r1 = 2i��cosh J̃v +
j̃1
2

T2� t̂t −
1

c2 r̂2r2�cosh
J̃v
2
� c2T2

j̃1
2

sinh
J̃v
2 � . �23�

The left and right generators are connected by the relations

r̂1 = r1 cosh J̃v + ir3 sinh J̃v, r2 = r̂2 cosh J̃v + ct̂ sinh J̃v ,

r3 = r̂3 cosh J̃v + ir̂1 sinh J̃v, t̂ = t cosh J̃v − r2
1

c
sinh J̃v . �24�

B. Quantum Minkowski kinematics

Zero curvature limit T→� transforms �anti� de Sitter kinematics to Minkowski one. For
permutations �̂ , �̃ ,�I ,�II ,�III left and right space-time generators coincide t̂= t , r̂k=rk and com-
mutation relations take the form

Mv
4��̃� = �t,r��t,rp� = 0, �t,r3� = −

v
c

, �r1,r2� = − iv,�rp,r3� = 0, p = 1,2� ,

Mv
4��̂� = 
t,r��t,rp� = 0, �t,r3� = iv, �ri,rk� = 0, i,k = 1,2,3� ,

Mv
4��I� = 
t,r��t,rk� = 0, �r1,r3� = �r2,r3� = 0, �r1,r2� = iv� ,

Mv
4��II� = 
t,r��t,rk� = 0, �r1,r2� = �r2,r3� = 0, �r1,r3� = iv� ,

Mv
4��III� = �t,r��t,r1� = �t,r3� = 0, �t,r2� = −

v
c

, �r1,r2� = �r2,r3� = 0, �r1,r3� = iv� . �25�

For permutation �̌ we have t̂= t , r̂p=rp, but r̂3=r3− v
c t2 and Minkowski kinematics is given by

Mv
4��̌� = 
t,r��t,rp� = 0,

��t,r3� =
v
c

t�1 − t2�, �r1,r2� = 0, �r2,r3� =
v
c

r2�1 − t2�, �r1,r3� =
v
c

r1�1 − t2�� . �26�

Mv
4��I� and Mv

4��II� are connected by replacement of space generators r2 with r3 and vice versa,
therefore, they can be regarded as equivalent kinematics. The same is true for Mv

4��̃� and Mv
4��III�

so we obtain four nonequivalent Minkowski kinematics.

C. Quantum Newton kinematics

Newton kinematics are obtained from �anti� de Sitter kinematics by the nonrelativistic limit
c→� and are characterized by the following commutation relations of generators:

Nv
4�����̃� = 
t,r��t,rk� = 0, �r1,r2� = − iv, �rp,r3� = 0� ,

Nv
4�����̌� = �t,r��t,rk� = 0, �r1,r2� = i j̃1

v
T

t2, �rp,r3� = 0� ,

Nv
4�����I� = �t,r��t,rk� = 0, �r1,r3� = �r2,r3� = 0, �r1,r2� = iv�1 +

j̃1
2

T2 t2�� ,
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Nv
4�����II� = Nv

4�����III� = �t,r��t,rk� = 0, �r1,r2� = �r2,r3� = 0, �r1,r3� = iv�1 +
j̃1
2

T2 t2�� .

�27�

Unlike previous cases, where t̂= t , r̂k=rk, for permutation �̂ the third left and right space genera-
tors are connected as r̂3=r3+ i j̃1

2 v
T2 , therefore, commutation relations in this case are

Nv
4�����̂� = �t,r��t,rp� = 0, �t,r3� = iv�1 +

j̃1
2

T2 t2�, �r1,r2� = − i j̃1
v
T

tr1, �rp,r3� = 0� . �28�

Nonequivalent �anti� de Sitter kinematics Sv
4�����II� and Sv

4�����III� become identical one
Nv

4�����II�=Nv
4�����III� in the nonrelativistic limit. Nv

4��I� and Nv
4��II� are connected by replace-

ment of space generators r2 with r3 and vice versa, therefore, they can be regarded as equivalent
kinematics. So there are four nonequivalent Newton kinematics.

D. Quantum Galilei kinematics

Galilei kinematics can be obtained by the nonrelativistic limit c→� of the Minkowski kine-
matics ��25� and �26�� or by the zero curvature limit T→� of the Newton kinematics ��27� and
�28��. They have identical left and right space-time generators, which are commutative for Gv

4��̌�.
Galilei kinematics Gv

4��̂� has one nonzero commutator of time and space generators �t ,r3�= iv as
well as Minkowski kinematics Mv

4��̂� �25�. For Galilei kinematics Gv
4��̃� ,Gv

4��I� ,Gv
4��II� ,Gv

4��III�,
there is only one nonzero commutator of space generators �r1 ,r2�= � iv or �r1 ,r3�= iv, i.e., all
these kinematics are physically equivalent. So there exist two nonequivalent noncommutative
Galilei kinematics, and for permutation �̌, the nonrelativistic and zero curvature limits give in
result Galilei kinematics with totally commuting space-time generators.

E. Quantum Carroll kinematics

The exotic Carroll kinematics are also realized as constant curvature spaces for j2= j3

=1 , j4= 4, but with different interpretations of the Beltrami coordinates, namely, rk=�k+1�1
−1 , k

=1,2 ,3 are the space generators and t=�5�1
−1 is the time generator. Due to this interpretation the

new physical dimensions of the contraction parameters appear: the parameter j1 is replaced by
j̃1R−1, where R→� corresponds to j1= 1 and �R�= �length�.

The nonequivalent Carroll kinematics with nonminimal multiplier J= j1
24 are achieved for the

three substitutions: �̂= �2,1 ,3 ,4 ,5�, ��= �2,1 ,3 ,5 ,4�, and ��= �2,3 ,1 ,5 ,4�. The physical di-
mension of the deformation parameter is equal to �v�= �R2�= �length�2. The corresponding kine-
matics are given by space-time generators with the commutation relations,

Cv
4�����̂� = �t,r��r1,t� = iv�1 +

j1
2̃

R2r2�, �t,r2� = �t,r3� = 0, �ri,rk� = 0� , �29�

where r2=r1
2+r2

2+r3
2 with r̂k=rk, but left and right time generators are connected as t̂= t+ i

j̃1
2

R2 vr1,

Cv
4������� = �t,r��t,rp� = iv

j̃1
3

R3r2
2rp, �t,r2� = iv

j̃1

R
�1 +

j̃1
2

R2r2
2�r2, �ri,rk� = 0� , �30�

where p=1,3 , r̂k=rk , t̂= t− i
j̃1
3

R3 vr2
2 and
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Cv
4������� = �t,r��t,rk� = 0, �r1,r2� = iv�1 +

j̃1
2

R2 �t2 + r1
2 + r3

2��, �r1,r3� = �r2,r3� = 0� ,

�31�

with r̂2=r2+ i
j̃1
2

R2 vr1 , r̂1=r1 , r̂3=r3 , t̂= t. The kinematics Cv
4�����̂� and Cv

4������� are transformed
to each other by the replacement t→r2 , r2→ t, i.e., they are mathematically isomorphic, but
physically nonequivalent. So we obtain three nonequivalent Carroll kinematics.

Quantum analogs of the zero curvature Carroll kinematics are obtained in the limit R→�. For
Cv

4�0����� all generators are commute. For Cv
4�0���̂� the only nonzero commutator is �r1 , t�= iv, and

for Cv
4�0����� such commutator is �r1 ,r2�= iv.

V. CONCLUSION

The quantum Cayley–Klein spaces of constant curvature25 Oq
N�j ;�� are uniformly obtained

from the quantum Euclidean space Oq
N in Cartesian coordinates by the standard trick with real,

complex, and nilpotent numbers, using a q-analog of Beltrami coordinates. The transformation of
the quantum deformation parameter z=Jv under contraction is the important ingredient of the
noncommutative quantum groups and noncommutative quantum spaces. Unlike previous papers
on this subject,17,18 second power of contraction parameters is included in the multiplier J, that
make all kinematics contractions admissible. The different combinations of quantum structure and
Cayley–Klein scheme of contractions and analytical continuations are described with the help of
permutations �. As a result the quantum deformations of four dimensional �anti� de Sitter,
Minkowski, Newton, Galilei, and Carroll kinematics with nonminimal transformations of defor-
mation parameter are obtained.

We have found six types of the noncommutative realistic �anti� de Sitter kinematics with
nonminimal multipliers, which admit all nonrelativistic and zero curvature limits and three types
of the nonequivalent Carroll kinematics. For Minkowski and Newton kinematics, there are four
types and two types for noncommutative Galilei kinematics. In addition every kinematics has two
types with minimal multipliers.17 This demonstrates a wide variety of the quantum deformations
of the commutative space-time models. The remarkable property of the limit kinematics is that for
some of them, commutation relations of generators are proportional to a numbers instead of
generators, for example, all Minkowski �25�, Newton Nv

4�����̃� �27�, all Galilei, and all flat Carroll
kinematics. Moreover, Galilei Gv

4��̌� and Carroll Cv
4�0����� kinematics have commutative space-

time generators. In other words commutative Galilei kinematics or simplest deformations of Ga-
lilei and Minkowski kinematics, when zero commutation relations of generators become propor-
tional to a numbers, can be obtain from quantum �anti� de Sitter kinematics by contractions with
nonminimal transformations of deformation parameter.

Noncommutative Minkowski kinematics of different types attract special attention in view of
their meaning in unification of gravitation and principles of quantum mechanics. We demonstrate
in Sec. IV B that of simple noncommutative deformations �1� are compatible with quantum de-
formations �25�. These are Mv

4��̃� with 
03=− v
c , 
12=−iv, Mv

4��̂� with 
03= iv, and Mv
4��I� with


12= iv. With the help of contraction procedure three more complicated noncommutative defor-
mations of the Minkowski kinematics are obtained: Mv

4��̌� �26� for minimal multiplier, as well as
Mv

4��0�= 
�r3 , t�= ivt , �r3 ,rp�= ivrp , p=1,2,� and �-space-time Mv
4����= 
�t ,rk�= ivrk,� �24� in

Ref. 17 for minimal multipliers.
The quantum Galilei kinematics Gv

4��̃� ,Gv
4��I� ,Gv

4��II� ,Gv
4��III�, Newton Nv

4�����̃�,
Minkowski Mv

4��I�, and Carroll Cv
4�0����� have the same nonzero commutator �r1 ,r2�= iv. Equal

nonzero commutator �t ,r3�= iv has Minkowski Mv
4��̂�, Galilei Gv

4��̂�, and Carroll Cv
4�0���̂� kine-

matics. In spite of the fact that commutation relations of generators of some kinematics are
identical, these kinematics are physically different. Mathematically isomorphic kinematics may be
physically nonequivalent.
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